American Legion
Post 435 CMP Club

What is Highpower Rifle competition?
Also called “Across the Course” (ATC or XC) Highpower
Rifle is shot with “Service Rifles”, which include the
AR15, M1 Garand and the M14 (M1-A) or “Match Rifles”
which include any center fire rifle capable of holding
5 rounds with metallic (non-optical) sights.
Competitors fire on varying sized bullseye style targets
depending on position and are allowed 2 sighting shots
per position.

Shooting Positions
Offhand: 200 yards
(Standing with no support for the rifle)
Is shot in slow fire fashion, the
rounds are loaded and fired one at a
time. You have 10 minutes for 10
shots.

Equipment needed.
Besides a rifle you will need 58 rounds of ammunition, 50
shots for record and 8 for sighting shots (2 per position).
Two magazines, enblock or stripper clips
(for reloading during rapid fire stages).
Shooting Glasses and Ear protection.

Recommended equipment
A rifle sling, shooting mat, shooting coat, shooting glove,
spotting scope and stand, extra magazines, enblock or
stripper clips, bug juice, water and maybe a snack
We have loaner rifles and equipment!
Come, compete and make new friends!
Learn from fellow competitors and perhaps become a
National Champion.

You can do this!
Spectators are welcome but must stay behind the
firing line and wear eye and ear protection.

Sitting: 200 yards
Is shot in Rapid fire fashion. Shooters
start from standing, when the targets
come up the shooter has 60 seconds
to get into sitting position and fire 10
shots. (shots are fired, 2 shots,
reload, 8 shots)

Prone: 300 yards

We Shoot in a League format
the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th
Tuesday nights of the month.

At 300 yards the prone position is shot in rapid fire fashion.
As in sitting, the shooters start out standing and when the
targets come up the shooter has 70 seconds to get into
position and fire 10 shots. (two shots, reload, 8 shots)
Post 435 Gun Club &
Recreation Area is located
off Interstate 35 just south
of Lakeville
on County Rd #3.

post435gunclub.org/cmp
cmpofficer@post435gunclub.org
We also have an
active Junior
Air rifle and
Small Bore
Program.

Prone: 600 yards
At 600 yards the prone position is fired in slow fire fashion.
Loading and firing on shot at a time,
the shooter has 20 minutes to fire 20 shots.

Note:
Post 435 matches are shot on appropriate
sized targets reduced for 200 yards

Coming south exit on
Co #2 (Elco/New Market
exit #76)
Coming north exit Hwy. 19
(Northfield exit #69)
Map not to scale

